Contradicting the common assumption that accurate recognition reflects explicit-memory processing, we provide evidence for recognition lacking two hallmark explicit-memory features: awareness of memory retrieval and facilitation by attentive encoding. Kaleidoscope images were encoded in conjunction with an attentional diversion and were subsequently recognized more accurately than those encoded without diversion. Confidence in recognition was superior following attentive encoding, although recognition was markedly accurate when people claimed to be unaware of memory retrieval. This 'implicit recognition' was associated with frontal-occipital negative brain potentials at 200-400 ms post-stimulus-onset, which were spatially and temporally distinct from positive brain potentials corresponding to explicit recollection and familiarity. This dissociation between behavioral and electrophysiological characteristics of 'implicit recognition' versus explicit recognition indicates that a neurocognitive mechanism with properties similar to those that produce implicit memory can be operative in standard recognition tests. People can accurately discriminate repeat stimuli from new stimuli without necessarily knowing it.
The differences between explicit memory and implicit memory have shaped memory research ever since their seminal descriptions in individuals with amnesia [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Explicit memory is commonly measured in tests of recall and recognition and is intimately linked with the conscious awareness of memory retrieval. In contradistinction, implicit memory can guide behavior without the awareness of memory retrieval and is measured in priming tests and other tests that make no reference to prior learning (implicit memory tests). We sought answers to a set of fundamental questions regarding explicit and implicit memory: can implicit-memory processes guide responses in an explicit recognition test, and if so, under what circumstances and by means of what neural mechanisms?
Many researchers have explored cognitive and neurophysiological distinctions between explicit memory and perceptual implicit memory. A consensus view is that they rely on distinct brain networks and that only explicit memory is disrupted in amnesia [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Explicit memory depends on coordinated processing in the hippocampus and cerebral cortex, whereas perceptual implicit memory is thought to result from repetition-related processing fluency in cortical networks involved in perception [8] [9] [10] [11] . Furthermore, electrophysiological and brain-imaging studies indicate that explicit memory and implicit memory can be dissociated in intact brains [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Nevertheless, some evidence supports the notion that implicitmemory processes can influence explicit memory, or more specifically that enhancing the perceptual fluency that supports implicit memory can sometimes bias performance on recognition tests [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Although these influences have been characterized as negligible 20 , it is possible that implicit-memory processes exert appreciable influences on recognition in particular circumstances. Identifying the neural basis of these influences, and the experimental factors that serve to emphasize or deemphasize them, is therefore vital to investigations of the neurocognitive basis of both explicit memory and implicit memory and of possible interactions between the two.
We recently described behavioral evidence for explicit recognition on the basis of an implicit perceptual-fluency signal in the visual modality 25 . Recognition for kaleidoscope images learned under the challenge of a concomitant attentional diversion was superior to that with no attentional challenge at study. Given that dividing attention at encoding reduces explicit memory 26 , this result was opposite to the predicted outcome if explicit memory had guided recognition. Notably, this influence of attention occurred only when repeat items (targets) and similar novel items (foils) were presented with temporal proximity sufficient to permit comparison of their relative visual fluency during two-alternative forced-choice recognition testing. In this testing format, repetitioninduced perceptual fluency can provide a reliable and valid memory cue. Indeed, divided attention during encoding was harmful to subsequent recognition accuracy when targets and foils were temporally segregated in yes-no format tests, as well as when each target was not paired with a visually similar foil in forced-choice tests. We thus inferred that implicit-memory processing contributed to forced-choice recognition. However, further evidence is needed to demonstrate whether retrieval processing responsible for this previously unsubstantiated influence of visual fluency on recognition can be dissociated from the explicit-memory mechanisms that are generally thought to support recognition.
Here, we sought a neural validation of implicit recognition (recognition on the basis of implicit-memory processes) using event-related potential (ERP) methods for recording brain activity. As in our previous experiments 25 , we examined memory for kaleidoscope images using forced-choice recognition testing with a highly similar foil in each trial. We analyzed neural signals of memory processing as a function of encoding conditions and of the level of awareness of memory retrieval. Generally, recognition accompanied by remembering specific details from the learning context is referred to as recollection, whereas recognition accompanied only by a vague feeling of 'knowing' is referred to as familiarity. We compared brain potentials associated with these two types of explicit recognition, as measured using a modified 'remember/know' procedure [27] [28] [29] , to those of recognition without retrieval awareness. We were thus able to determine the extent to which these theoretically different memory phenomena occur in conjunction with signals of distinct neural mechanisms.
RESULTS
Kaleidoscope images were first studied with either full or divided attention and then the same images (targets) were discriminated from visually similar foils during forced-choice recognition testing ( Fig. 1) . Accuracy was higher for targets studied with divided attention than for targets studied with no attentional diversion (t(11) ¼ 2.4, P ¼ 0.03; Fig. 2a ). Although divided attention did not disrupt recognition accuracy, it did disrupt metamemory ( Fig. 2b) . 'Remember' and 'know' decisions made after the recognition response signified the explicit-memory experiences of recollection and familiarity, respectively, and 'guess' decisions signified the absence of retrieval awareness. Although subjective ratings of awareness are notoriously limited by subjects' abilities to introspect accurately, meaning that the guess condition may actually include some low-level retrieval awareness, The divided-attention portion of the study session (which came first for half of the study sessions) included a distracting task that was performed concomitantly. Subjects pressed a button on each trial (except the first) to indicate whether the auditory digit presented during the previous trial was odd or even (a '1-back' response). Buttons shown here in green indicate the correct response. (c) Trials during the recognition test included three presentations of the repeated target and its visually similar novel foil in a 1-2-1-2-1-2 stimulus train, such that target and foil ERPs could be segregated in a forced-choice test. Then, a button response was made to select the target (image '1' or '2'). Next, a metamemory decision was entered, remember, know, or guess, to signify recollection, familiarity, or a lack of retrieval awareness, respectively. Recognition trials for items studied with full attention and divided attention were intermixed. were not included here because of low trial counts (o20 trials for onethird of subjects), but these data are shown in Supplementary Figure 2 .
(e) Recognition-test ERPs for the same two electrode locations are shown for the guess category for items studied with divided attention and their corresponding foils (correct responses only). The early negative effect is indicated with arrows. Remember and know conditions were not included here because of the low trial counts (o20 trials for remember in almost all subjects and for know in one-third of subjects), but these data are shown in this concern is mitigated by the divergence between findings for know trials and guess trials, as described below.
Recognition responses that were accompanied by remember decisions were more common following full-attention compared with divided-attention encoding (t(11) ¼ 6.7, P o 0.01), whereas recognition responses accompanied by guess decisions were more common following divided-attention compared with full-attention encoding (t(11) ¼ 8.5, P o 0.01). Taken together, recognition accuracy and recognition awareness were influenced by encoding conditions in an apparently counterintuitive manner; stimuli encoded when attentional resources were diverted were subsequently recognized more accurately, despite less awareness of retrieval.
An analysis of accuracy for each metamemory category ( Fig. 2c ) indicated that guess decisions were highly accurate. The accuracy of guess decisions was higher than the accuracy of know decisions for both full-attention encoding (t(11) ¼ 2.3, P ¼ 0.05) and dividedattention encoding (t(11) ¼ 7.9, P o 0.01). Notably, guess accuracy was higher for items encoded with divided attention compared with items encoded with full attention (t(11) ¼ 3.5, P o 0.01), suggesting that the efficacy of the retrieval processing that produced guess decisions was enhanced by impoverished attention during encoding. It therefore appears that higher recognition accuracy following encoding with divided compared with full attention resulted from highly accurate guess decisions, which predominated in the dividedattention condition.
The pattern of behavioral results ( Fig. 2c) indicates that retrieval processes operative during guess decisions were distinct from those responsible for recognition with retrieval awareness (that is, either recollection or familiarity). In typical circumstances, a reasonable expectation is that guess decisions, to the extent that they show any evidence of accuracy, result from a weaker expression of the same retrieval processes that produce recognition with retrieval awareness. On the contrary, we found that guess decisions were more accurate than know decisions.
ERP results shed further light on the neurocognitive foundations of responding on the basis of remembering, knowing, and guessing. We first analyzed data from the half of the trials in which testing concerned an item encoded with full attention (Fig. 2d) . We contrasted ERPs for three conditions: old items correctly endorsed with remember decisions, old items correctly endorsed with know decisions, and their corresponding correctly rejected foils (including all trials with either a remember or know metamemory decision). ERPs at approximately 180-220 ms displayed a positive potential that was least positive for new items, most positive for remember, and intermediate positive for know (correct trials only). A linear trend for these three conditions was statistically significant for the anterior and posterior electrode clusters (F 1.6,18.0 ¼ 10.8 (P o 0.01) and F 1.9,21.1 ¼ 15.3 (P o 0.01), respectively). This latency interval captured the first observed positive ERP deflection at anterior and central recording sites, and we refer to this linear trend as a graded P200 effect.
A second old/new ERP difference following full-attention encoding encompassed lateonset positive potentials with a posteriormaximum distribution, referred to as the late positive complex (LPC). ERP amplitudes to remember and to know items were more positive than to new items from 600-900 ms at the anterior and posterior electrode clusters (condition main effects: F 1.2,13.6 ¼ 5.8 (P ¼ 0.03) and F 1.3,14.0 ¼ 18.9 (P o 0.01), respectively; P o 0.05 for pair-wise old/new comparisons), without significant differences between remember and know (anterior F 1,11 ¼ 0.12, P ¼ 0.74; posterior F 1,11 ¼ 0.23, P ¼ 0.64). To summarize, we observed a P200 old/new difference and an LPC old/new difference; although P200 amplitudes were also greater for remember compared with know conditions, LPC amplitudes were approximately the same for these two conditions.
ERPs also differed for old versus new stimuli following encoding with divided attention (Fig. 2e ). The key contrast was between old items correctly endorsed with guess decisions and new items from the same test trials. Notably, ERPs from 200-400 ms were more negative for guess items than for new items for both anterior and posterior electrode clusters (F 1,11 ¼ 10.8 (P o 0.01) and F 1,11 ¼ 15.5 (P o 0.01), respectively). This old/new ERP difference averaged À0.9 mV over this time interval for these two electrode clusters and appeared to begin as early as B175 ms after stimulus onset. This early-onset negative repetition effect, which we refer to as an N300 effect, was distinct from ERP correlates of remember and know decisions, which were both positive during the same time interval.
The ERP analyses described above were advantageous because ERPs to old and new items in each old/new contrast were derived from the same test trials. However, one possible shortcoming is that old/new contrasts for remember and know conditions came from full-attention encoding trials, whereas old/new contrasts for the guess condition came from divided-attention encoding trials. We also computed ERPs by first collapsing trials from the two encoding conditions together. Given that the relative proportion of full-attention versus divided-attention trials varied systematically as a function of metamemory response ( Fig. 2a) , it is possible that old/new ERP contrasts collapsed across encoding condition in this way could obscure the potential influence of encoding condition on these effects. This concern could be obviated if the different types of old/new ERP effects described thus far (P200, N300, and LPC) could be ascribed more directly to retrieval processing rather than to encoding condition per se.
To address this issue, we analyzed data from a subset of subjects with a suitable number of trials for assessing ERPs for guess responses to stimuli studied with full attention ( Supplementary Fig. 1 online) and likewise for ERPs for know responses to stimuli studied with divided attention ( Supplementary Fig. 2 online) . In both cases, ERPs were highly similar to those of our main findings described above (Fig. 2) . For example, the mean old/new amplitude difference for the earlyonset negative shifts for guess trials was À0.7 mV following full-attention encoding, compared with À0.8 mV following dividedattention encoding in these same eight subjects and À0.9 mV for the whole group (for both electrode clusters from 200-400 ms). For the LPC for know trials, the mean old/new amplitude difference was 1.2 mV following divided-attention encoding, compared with 1.1 mV following full-attention encoding in these same eight subjects and 0.8 mV for the whole group (for the posterior electrode cluster from 600-900 ms). This indicates that ERP dissociations between know and guess responses did not result from the encoding manipulation per se, even though the encoding condition clearly influenced the outcome of recognition and metamemory decisions. The essential variable to take into account was whether recognition was accompanied by a remember, know, or guess response. We created topographic maps of the old/new ERP differences ( Fig. 3) for correct remember, know, and guess decisions, all relative to correctly rejected new items. In this analysis, the same correctrejection baseline ERPs were used in all of the old/new contrasts so that they could be compared with each other. Thus, new items came from correct trials, regardless of whether the target was encoded with full attention or divided attention and regardless of the metamemory decision. Likewise, encoding conditions were collapsed for targets. Qualitative differences were readily apparent between ERP correlates of guess recognition and remember/know recognition, whereas a high degree of qualitative similarity was evident for remember and know recognition. We assessed the reliability of these observations via the vector-normalization procedure, in which a significant conditionby-electrode interaction term following the removal of overall amplitude differences indicates distributional differences for two conditions. Analyses included consecutive 100-ms intervals from 0 to 800 ms. The guess old/new distribution differed significantly from both the remember and know old/new distributions from 200-400 ms (F 7.1,78.5 ¼ 2.4 (P ¼ 0.02) and F 7.3,80.0 ¼ 2.5 (P ¼ 0.02) for remember and know, respectively) and from 600-700 ms (F 6.9,76.6 ¼ 2.2 (P ¼ 0.04) and F 8.7,95.7 ¼ 2.5 (P ¼ 0.01), respectively). Topographies did not differ significantly for other intervals (interaction term P value range was 0.14-0.53). In contrast, the remember and know old/new distributions did not differ reliably for any 100-ms interval (interaction term P value range was 0.28-0.71). Our results thus indicate a topographic dissociation between ERP old/new effects for guess decisions versus remember and know decisions.
We further explored neural mechanisms supporting remember, know, and guess decisions via a correlational analysis of averaged ERP difference values. A finding that two retrieval-awareness categories (that is, remember and know) are associated with qualitatively different neural correlates would suggest that these two categories are manifestations of different neural mechanisms. Alternatively, the conclusion that two retrieval-awareness categories are manifestations of the same basic memory processing would be consistent with evidence that they are indexed by similar electrophysiological signatures. In this analysis, electrodes were divided into seven clusters covering major scalp regions. For each subject, we computed the old/new ERP difference for each of the three metamemory categories (collapsing across the two encoding conditions for targets, and for foils collapsing across the two encoding conditions and the three possible metamemory decisions for correct recognition of corresponding targets). Amplitude values were averaged for consecutive 100-ms intervals from 0 to 800 ms and for each electrode cluster. Across-subject correlations were then computed between the remember-minus-new and the know-minus-new difference, between the guess-minus-new and know-minus-new difference, and between the remember-minus-new and the guess-minus-new difference for each cluster/interval. The difference values were positively correlated for remember and know conditions for every electrode cluster and latency interval from 100-200 ms onward (Fig. 4) , indicative of the activity of a common retrieval process. In contrast, guess and remember/know conditions were not systematically related, indicative of distinct retrieval processes. Figure 4 Relationships between ERP correlates of recognition accompanied by remember, know, and guess decisions. ERP difference values were calculated for each of the seven electrode clusters indicated on the map of the head, averaged over consecutive 100-ms latency intervals beginning at 0 ms. Difference values came from old/new subtractions for remember, know, and guess conditions, and only trials with correct recognition responses were included (as in Fig. 3) . Color values indicate the correlation magnitude across subjects for each electrode cluster and latency interval for the indicated comparisons.
DISCUSSION
Behavioral and electrophysiological indications of explicit memory were exhibited in conjunction with correct recognition of abstract visual images in a two-alternative forced-choice test. Correct recognition decisions in these cases were accompanied by a metamemory decision designated as either remember or know. Subjects were asked to indicate a remember decision when they recognized a stimulus and also felt able to recall specifics concerning the earlier episode in which they first viewed the stimulus; know decisions signified recognition with a feeling of familiarity and without retrieval of the study-phase context. Remember decisions were more accurate than know decisions and remembering was less likely following encoding with divided than with full attention, as expected 26, 30 .
In contrast, properties that are commonly associated with explicit memory were not found in conjunction with correct recognition when a metamemory decision was designated as a guess, rather than remember or know. One hallmark feature of implicit memory is that it can occur without the awareness of memory retrieval, precisely the circumstances of correct recognition guesses in the present experiment. In addition, attentive encoding apparently did not facilitate recognition with correct guessing. Rather, guess responses were more accurate following divided-attention than full-attention encoding. Moreover, recognition responses for guesses were surprisingly accurate, even more accurate than those accompanied by know decisions, a pattern that is opposite to the outcome expected if guesses merely reflected a weaker version of the explicit retrieval driving remember and know responses. Guess responses were also about twice as prevalent following dividedattention than full-attention encoding, such that overall recognition accuracy was higher with divided-attention encoding than with fullattention encoding.
Recognition that was accompanied by subjective reports of recollection or familiarity was indexed by positive shifts in LPC and P200 potentials. Previously, LPC potentials have been consistently associated with successful retrieval on the basis of explicit memory [31] [32] [33] [34] and possibly reflect the concerted involvement of parietal cortex and medial temporal structures 35 . Recollection and familiarity were associated with LPC effects of similar magnitude, indicating consistent influences of these processes across both conditions. P200 potentials, although rarely observed in ERP studies of recognition memory, have been linked to the matching of immediately available visual information to perceptual representations stored in memory [36] [37] [38] [39] . Therefore, larger P200 potentials for recollection than for familiarity might indicate that the extent of perceptual matching correlates with the efficacy of explicit retrieval and its subsequent phenomenological salience. We did not identify qualitatively distinct neural signatures for recollection and familiarity, which is consistent with the proposition that these metamemory measures tap differing degrees of the same explicit retrieval process rather than distinct retrieval processes 40, 41 .
Notably, accurate recognition without retrieval awareness triggered none of the ERP old/new effects that are commonly linked with explicit memory or that were found here for remember and know decisions. Instead, correct guesses were indexed by rapid-onset, negative old/new effects with foci at occipital and left frontal recording sites. Although ERP indices of recollection and familiarity were highly correlated across space and time, ERP indices of implicit recognition were essentially uncorrelated with those of recollection and familiarity.
We thus conclude that recognition was supported by explicitmemory processing when accompanied by recollection and familiarity, whereas highly accurate guess decisions were not supported by explicitmemory processing. By dissociating the neural signature of highly accurate guesses from that of familiarity memory, we provide, to the best of our knowledge, an unprecedented demonstration of the distinctive nature of overt recognition derived from unconscious memory, a phenomena that we describe as 'implicit recognition. ' Not only do these behavioral and electrophysiological results imply that explicit-memory processing did not underlie this implicit recognition, but it can be further speculated that implicit recognition was derived from neural events that are typically responsible for repetition-based perceptual fluency enhancements in perceptual implicit memory tests. The finding of negative old/new ERP effects at 200-400 ms for correct guesses prompts a connection across experiments. Similar negative ERPs have been attributed to perceptual implicit memory that was observed in the absence of explicit memory 18 and also in association with corresponding encoding events 14 , although facial stimuli were used in the former study and verbal stimuli in the latter study. Furthermore, the spatial distribution of ERP correlates of implicit recognition observed here is consistent with a recently proposed framework 10 . In this framework, negative repetition effects in early visual cortex reflect stimulusspecific perceptual fluency enhancements 11 and negative repetition effects in left prefrontal cortex mediate the behavioral ramifications of this visual processing fluency on priming measures during implicit memory tests. Temporary neurodisruptive interference of left prefrontal processing 42 could be used to test its causal role in implicit recognition in future studies. Further leverage for interpreting the functional importance of occipital negative repetition effects could be gained if these effects could be related to behavioral manifestations of fluency, such as priming, although it has been argued that occipital fluency effects are generally not strongly related to behavioral measures of priming 10 . Although evidence of this sort could provide a closer connection between implicit recognition and priming in implicit memory tests, our physiological data are sufficient to demonstrate that the mechanisms responsible for implicit recognition are distinct from those responsible for explicit memory, consistent with previous neuroanatomical dissociations between implicit and explicit memory [5] [6] [7] 43 .
It should be noted that, despite long-standing suggestions from cognitive psychology that perceptual fluency can cue recognition 28, 44, 45 , it has not previously been shown that implicit-memory mechanisms can exert powerful influences on recognition. Our procedure and neuroimaging measures thus provide the first neural validation for the role of implicit visual fluency in recognition. Furthermore, these findings indicate that recognition memory derives from multiple types of memory processes, including both those that operate explicitly and those that operate implicitly.
The current experiment has several advantages over our previous description of implicit recognition 25 . Because items studied with full attention and divided attention were intermixed at test, it is possible to dismiss the notion that our previous use of blocked study/test conditions led to implicit recognition only as an artifact of retrieval orientation. In addition, the use of remember/know metamemory measurements expanded the sense in which implicit recognition could be contrasted with explicit memory. However, the experiments diverged in several ways, including the number of experimental blocks, the numbers of items in each block, the use of metamemory measurements and the combination of tests (repeated two-interval forcedchoice recognition testing in the current experiment versus concurrent two-alternative forced-choice testing and yes-no testing in the prior experiments). Although the finding of higher recognition accuracy with divided-attention encoding than with full-attention encoding has now been replicated in multiple experiments, indicating its robustness, the difference was somewhat reduced in our current experiment (71% versus 67%, respectively, as opposed to 72% versus 59% and 73% versus 61% in Experiments 1 and 2 of ref. 26 ).
In the present experiment, recognition accuracy restricted to guess responses was higher for items studied with divided versus full attention. Elaborative encoding may have been relatively more feasible for images presented without the concurrent workingmemory task and may have led to a greater tendency to rely on explicit-memory processes. In contrast, differential accuracy as a function of encoding condition for guess responses was not observed in our prior investigation 25 . As a result of the small number of trials in that experiment, however, there were only one or two guess responses in the full-attention condition for many subjects. A further analysis of those data, including only subjects with three or more such trials, revealed a trend for higher accuracy for guess trials with divided-attention versus full-attention encoding (81.4% versus 72.1%, t(7) ¼ 2.3, P ¼ 0.05). High trial counts for both conditions in the current experiment provided sufficient power for revealing a robust effect of encoding condition on recognition accuracy for guess trials.
Several features of these experiments, by design, probably served to enhance the contribution of implicit-memory processing to recognition. One factor may be the reduced potential for explicit-memory processing. Semantically elaborative encoding and semantic retrieval strategies are strongly associated with explicit-memory processing 29, 30 , but could not easily be deployed for kaleidoscope images. Furthermore, the high perceptual similarity between targets and foils should have enhanced the utility of stimulus-specific perceptual fluency. Indeed, behavioral evidence for implicit recognition was eliminated by reducing target/foil similarity 25 .
Our results indicate that nominally 'explicit' memory tests can be constructed such that they are preferentially sensitive to influences from implicit memory. Forced-choice testing, high similarity between targets and corresponding foils, low usefulness of conceptual or contextual information, and procedures that discourage analytic or prolonged retrieval strategies are important features for promoting implicit influences 25 . Our findings thus provide indirect evidence for the notion that recognition testing in nonhuman animals might not provide valid indices of explicit memory in some cases 46, 47 , given that these tests frequently include such features. In investigations of human amnesia, forced-choice recognition tests with high target/foil similarity have been used to probe the neuroanatomical foundations of explicit familiarity memory 48, 49 , and thus further evidence is needed to determine the extent to which these tests assess implicit recognition. Moreover, our findings hint at the possibility that implicit recognition could be operative even in recognition tests that do not include all of these features, perhaps just on a subset of trials.
Because previous studies have been premised on the widely accepted assumption that recognition performance is based only on explicitmemory processing, our results complicate, but also enrich, the search for the neural and cognitive mechanisms of memory. Implicit memory must be taken into account in studies of recognition. We envision future explorations of implicit recognition leading to a better understanding of the multiple neurocognitive influences that determine memory performance.
METHODS
Stimuli. Visual stimuli included 336 kaleidoscope images created by overlaying three opaque hexagons of different color and performing three rounds of side bisection and random deflection on each. These images were divided into 168 pairs. High similarity between the members of each pair was achieved by using the same three colors and deflecting each matching-color hexagon at similar random angles (o101 difference). Pairs were further subdivided into 14 sets, such that a different selection of three hexagon colors was used for each set.
Procedure. Kaleidoscope stimuli were presented to individuals (n ¼ 12, all right handed, 5 male, 18-26-years-old; all subjects provided informed written consent) during 14 study-test blocks. All stimuli in a given block were created with the same three hexagon colors. During each study session, subjects viewed 12 target images that later appeared again during the corresponding recognition test. Each target comprised one member, assigned randomly for each subject, from each of the 12 stimulus pairs from a set. Matching-color stimulus sets were randomly assigned to study-test blocks for each subject.
Each study session was divided in half, with six targets studied with full attention during one half and six targets studied with divided attention during the other half (Fig. 1a,b) . Each target was presented once for 2,000 ms with a variable 1,500-2,000-ms interstimulus interval, in randomized order. Dividedattention encoding included a concomitant '1-back' task involving odd/even judgments to spoken digits. We used a 1,000-ms prompt presented 3,000 ms before the first divided-attention trial to notify the subject of the dividedattention task. Spoken digits were presented only for divided-attention trials. For each divided-attention trial (except the first), subjects pressed a button to indicate whether the digit spoken on the previous trial was odd or even. There were eight stimuli in each full-and divided-attention portion, as the six targets were bracketed by primacy and recency buffers, each one consisting of a unique, similar-format kaleidoscope image that did not appear during the recognition test. The order of the full-and divided-attention portions was alternated across study-test blocks.
A forced-choice recognition test followed each study session after a 45-s delay, during which subjects performed mental arithmetic for 30 s and then were reminded of test instructions. Each trial included one of the 12 studied targets and its corresponding visually similar foil, presented in an alternating stimulus train that allowed subjects to compare the two stimuli while maintaining visual fixation (Fig. 1c) . Targets and foils each appeared three times during a trial, for 500 ms per presentation with a variable 800-1,200-ms interstimulus interval. Targets were randomly assigned to the first or second position with the constraint that the target was first in half of the trials in each test session. Subjects were instructed to indicate the position of the stimulus that they thought was the target. A recognition prompt was presented at a delay of one interstimulus interval from the last stimulus in the train and was accompanied by an alerting tone. All response times were less than 700 ms (mean ¼ 462 ms, s.e.m. ¼ 112).
Subjects then reported on their awareness of memory retrieval via a modified remember/know procedure. A remember response indicated that recognition was accompanied by the retrieval of some contextual detail regarding the initial study-session encounter with the recognized stimulus. A know response indicated selection confidence, but with no details retrieved. Subjects were instructed to make this response if they experienced any feeling of familiarity for the selected item. A guess response was made when there was no confidence in the selection and no contextual details were retrieved. Subjects were instructed to make this response when they experienced ''absolutely no feeling of familiarity for the selected item'' and were ''guessing because they were forced to select one kaleidoscope or the other.'' The metamemory prompt immediately followed the recognition decision and the average response time was 532 ms (s.e.m. ¼ 155 ms). The next trial began after a variable delay of 1,000-1,500 ms. Trial order was randomized such that trials containing targets studied with full attention were intermixed with those containing targets studied with divided attention. Subjects practiced performing the 1-back odd/even task and an abbreviated study-test block before experimental blocks.
Electrophysiology. Stimulus-locked event-related potentials were extracted from continuous electroencephalographic recordings made during test sessions. Recordings were made from 59 evenly distributed scalp locations using tin electrodes embedded in an elastic cap. Five additional recording locations included the left mastoid and four locations for monitoring eye movements in horizontal and vertical directions. Recordings were referenced to right mastoid and re-referenced offline to average mastoids. Electrode impedance was r5 kO. Signals were amplified with a band pass of 0.05-200 Hz and sampled at 1,000 Hz. Stimulus-locked activity was extracted for 1,000-ms epochs beginning 100 ms before the onset of each item during the test session. Baseline correction was performed using mean prestimulus amplitudes. Epochs contaminated by artifacts were discarded. The mean trial counts (± s.e.m.) for each condition (corresponding to ERPs in Figs. 2 and 3) were 55 ± 5 for fullattention encoding/remember, 37 ± 4 for full-attention encoding/know, 70 ± 6 for full-attention encoding/new with remember and know metamemory decisions collapsed, 51 ± 4 for divided-attention encoding/guess, 68 ± 5 for dividedattention encoding/new with guess metamemory decisions, 77 ± 9 for remember with encoding condition collapsed, 59 ± 7 for know with encoding condition collapsed, 89 ± 6 for guess with encoding condition collapsed, and 195 ± 4 for new with encoding condition and type of metamemory decision collapsed (for new items, encoding condition refers to that of the corresponding target in that trial and type of metamemory decision refers to the response to that target).
Single-trial ERPs were averaged for each condition of interest, which included targets and foils segregated by response accuracy and metamemory judgment. Only trials with correct responses were considered in the main ERP analyses (that is, approximately 70% of all trials). In a subsidiary analysis, we examined all of the incorrect trials and found that ERPs were virtually indistinguishable for old versus new items, even when taking metamemory judgment into account.
Although ERP averages in the main analysis were derived from all three presentations of a stimulus during each recognition test trial, ERP differences among the three presentations were negligible for all conditions for the subset of subjects with suitable trial counts to examine these effects (n ¼ 9). Furthermore, the pattern of ERP differences across metamemory condition was qualitatively similar to that of the main analysis when ERP computations included first presentations only (n ¼ 10; Supplementary Fig. 3 online) .
Statistical comparisons were made using repeated-measures ANOVA for amplitudes averaged over latency intervals and electrode clusters, with Geisser-Greenhouse corrections when necessary. Temporal filtering included a 45-Hz low-pass zero-phase shift Butterworth filter for presentation purposes only.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Neuroscience website.
